The Model 192 is a console model television receiver which employs a nine inch Du Mont Tele-tion providing a picture measuring 5¼ inches by 7½ inches. The picture in this model is viewed through the use of a mirror upon which the image is reflected. The modern walnut cabinet is extremely compact measuring 33 inches high, 30 inches wide and 14½ inches in depth. This receiver provides television, sight and sound entertainment with a choice of five television channels, by use of a push button selector. 20 tubes are employed in the superheterodyne circuit. The receiver is completely A.C. operated from 110 volt 60 cycle power lines. A dynamic speaker is used for excellent sound reproduction.

The Model 190 is also available with a radio broadcast receiver if desired, and in this instance is designated as Model 191.
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This Model 190 is a table model television receiver. It employs a 9 inch Du Mont Tele-tion which provides a clear, brilliant 5¼ inch by 7½ inch picture of excellent contrast. This model is extremely compact in design, the modern walnut cabinet measuring 15½ inches high, 20½ inches wide and 21½ inches in depth. While quality of material and workmanship have been the prime consideration, economy has not been neglected. This receiver provides television, sight and sound entertainment with a choice of five channels by use of a push button selector. 20 tubes are employed in the superheterodyne circuit. The receiver is completely A.C. operated from 110 volt 60 cycle power lines. A dynamic speaker is used for perfect sound reproduction.
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